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BDL Cover Adapter
For some reason BDL decided 
to change the bolt pattern on 
their primary drives last year. 
Unfortunately it meant that 
everyone was destined to have 
mismatched primary drives and 
covers. Well, no more. We make 
the rugged adapter for the old 
style cover to the new style 

primary	drive	plate.	Here	is	how	to	tell	whether	you	have	the	old	style	
or new style drive: measure the vertical distance between the two rear 
cover mount bolts (the two next to the transmission). They will either  be 
4“ or 4.5” apart, center-to-center. 4” is the old style primary plate, our 
“Bad Attitude cover” will bolt right on. 4.5” is the new style drive plate, 
you need the adapter to mount our finned cover. This adapter can be 
used with any old-style primary cover on a new style backing plate. This 
item measures approximately 6.0” wide X 3.5” deep X 5.0” high.
683632 BDL Cover Adapter

Primo Mainshaft Support Plate 
for Belt Final Drive
For Big Twins utilizing a secondary belt 
drive in conjunction with an open primary. 
This unit allows for the extra thickness of 
the rear belt drive‘s front pulley and added 

transmission mainshaft length. Includes bearing.
42049 Fits 4-speed Big Twins from 80-86
667528 Fits 5 and 6-speed Big Twins with kick starters
Note: Will not work with the Equalizer motor plate.

Primo Offset Front Pulley Inserts
To permit custom motorcycle builders the freedom to offset the transmis-
sion by allowing the use of wider rear wheel/tire assemblies, the follow-
ing offset inserts are available for Primo front pulleys. Special nuts and 
flanges (outside guide) are required. The 2.5" inserts fit Brute III front 
pulleys, the 3.5" inserts fit Brute IV pulleys.

Inserts 
Offset

2.5" 
dia.

3.5" 
dia.

Motor 
Nut

0.50" 86145 86150 86156

1.00" 86146 86151 86157

1.25" 86147 86152 86158

1.50" 86148 86153 86159

2.00"  86154 86160
86144 Outside guide for offset pulleys
86155 Special motor nut washer

Clutch Domes 
Highly-polished	parts	provide	a	finished,	custom	
look to open belt drives, and protection from 
spinning parts. Fits Big Twins (except those with 
diaphragm clutches) thru 84.
42042 Fits 5-finger clutch hubs (shown)
42038 Fits 3-finger clutch hubs

’Brute IV’ Belt Shrouds and Clutch Dome by Primo
Belt shrouds are made from billet aluminum. Available vented or solid 
and features pulley cut-outs for complete coverage. Clutch dome covers 
the clutch basket and is made of spun aluminum. Sold each.

Solid Belt Shrouds
86263 Chrome, Softail & Dyna only!

Clutch Dome
42652 Chrome clutch dome

Alternator Rotor Cover Chrome
86120 Alternator rotor cover chrome

42652

86120
Hot Rod  Belt Shroud by 
NYC Choppers
CNC-Machined from billet alumi-
num and then beautifully polished 
ore anodized. These pieces will 
dress-up any bike with an open belt 
drive. Comes with hardware.
683326 Hot	Rod	polished
683327 Hot	Rod	black


